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People, oceans and scale: governance, livelihoods and climate
change adaptation in marine social–ecological systems
Anthony Charles

This article explores several key ingredients for successful and
sustainable interactions of people and oceans, based on an
integrative social–ecological systems perspective. Several key
themes are examined: governance and decision-making,
livelihoods and well-being, and the modern challenge of
adaptation to current and future climate change. Each of these
applies at various scales, from the local to the global. While
much attention in the literature lies on global and large-scale
systems, the smaller scale is deserving of at least as much
attention; this point is illustrated by a local-level example.
Indeed, cross-scale linkages that connect scales of impacts
and levels of decision-making are key elements in improving
the governance of marine systems.
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tions [6,7]. In doing so, people must respond to change
arising in many forms, whether environmental, social,
economic or institutional. The manner of this response,
referred to as adaptation (see, e.g. p. 879 of [8]), affects
the well-being of households, communities and societies.
A notable present-day challenge lies in finding successful
and resilient adaptation strategies to respond suitably to
current and future climate change [8,9,10,11].
All this takes place within webs of dynamic and interacting human and environmental components – which, in
recent years, have come to be referred to as social–ecological systems [12,13–16,17,18]. This integrative ‘systems thinking’ reflects the reality that humans live in,
interact with and adapt to both social systems and ecosystems [19,20]. In turn, this demands decision-making
approaches that take into account the nature of continual
and potentially heightened change over time, highlighting the need for dynamic governance.
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Introduction
This article focuses on current progress in finding
solutions to the well-documented problems facing the
world’s oceans and the life within them. The solutions
tend to focus on the ‘human dimension’ [1,2,3], notably
how people themselves can collectively solve the problems they have created at sea, through improved ocean
use and governance. This, then, is about positive interactions of people and oceans.
The article explores several key ingredients for success in
those interactions. Governance involves people making
decisions, in keeping with human values, and in order
to best meet human goals [4,5]. A key part of that relates
to livelihoods – not only how people ‘make a living’ but
also how they spend their time and achieve their ambiwww.sciencedirect.com

This article explores these concepts, and how they come
together to provide practical approaches for the sustainability of marine environments. In particular, it is noted
that each concept applies at various scales, from the local
to the global. While much attention in the literature lies
on global and large-scale systems, here the importance of
a smaller scale is highlighted – social–ecological systems
relevant to coastal communities, on the front lines in
meeting sustainability challenges.

Marine social–ecological systems
The concept of social–ecological systems has gained great
popularity over the past decade, as a mechanism to integrate ecosystems, human systems (e.g. marine economic
sectors, and communities and coastal regions dependent on
the ocean) and governance systems (e.g. the values held by
people in relation to the sea, and the various decisionmaking fora and processes) [12,13,15]. This builds on a
longstanding recognition of the integrated nature of
environmental and natural resource ‘systems’ [13], in
which ecosystems and human systems interact in complex
ways that affect overall governance. With human systems
as complex and in need of understanding as ecosystems,
the necessity of interdisciplinary approaches to spatially
based and natural resource management is reinforced. In
particular, these perspectives are crucial in marine environments, and notably fishery systems [19,20]. At present, the
many aspects of marine social–ecological systems are being
investigated, with major syntheses now emerging [16].
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One important component of this synthesis is the focus it
brings to the concept of resilience, an inherently systemsoriented concept. Resilience is the ability of a system to
persist, ‘‘to absorb recurrent natural and human perturbations and continue to regenerate without slowly
degrading or unexpectedly flipping into alternate states’’
– p. 380 of [21] and see also [15,22]. For example, in a
marine fishery context, we can envision resilience as
relating to all the components of the system – including
a resilient ecosystem, resilient fishing communities, a
resilient socioeconomic structure, and resilient governance institutions.
One challenge in discussions of social–ecological systems
lies in connecting the lofty theoretical ideas with on-theground realities of particular places. Many research papers
talk in general terms about social–ecological systems,
drawing abundant generic flowcharts and organizational
diagrams, but people live in social–ecological systems (a
statement going not much further than the classic point
that people live within ecosystems). It is important to
connect the concepts with the reality, of life in a ‘system’.
Essentially, the key benefit of talking in terms of such
systems is to remind ourselves of the interconnectedness of
human society, communities and households with the
natural world around us. In fact, while being reminded
of that interconnectedness may be important for academics
in disciplinary ‘silos’, and resource managers in conventional sector-focused ‘silos’, those in coastal communities
typically live and work with that interconnectedness on a
daily basis [21,22]. Later in the article, this reality will be
examined through a case study on Canada’s Atlantic coast.

Marine governance
Ideas and approaches for sustainable use of fisheries and
other renewable resources – indeed a science of sustainability [23] – have developed in marine systems for well
over a century. This knowledge base has led increasingly
toward a global consensus on the need for management
interventions and policy measures to ensure sustainability, and to achieve overall fishery goals and directions.
However, over the past two or three decades, the realization has emerged that how management and policy are
developed and implemented is at least as important as the
measures themselves [24,25,26].
Conventional decision-making about human uses of the
oceans has had two major characteristics: it has taken
place in a top-down manner, typically by a governmental
authority, and it has occurred on a sector by sector basis,
for example, for the fishery sector separately from shipping, tourism and other sectors. These two attributes led
to a lack of support for management (since ocean users did
not support the top-down rules) [19] and fragmented,
uncoordinated decision-making, as well as a lack of attention to cumulative environmental impacts (given the ‘silo’
nature of management) [25,26].
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Governance involves decision-making, including not only
the specifics of the possible decisions themselves, but also
who makes the decisions, what processes are used for this,
and what is to be included for consideration. Modern good
governance shifts decision-making toward participatory
processes, collaborative or shared co-management, and
ecosystem-oriented integrated management that creates
multi-stakeholder institutions (i.e. organizations) to help
in resolving conflicts among users while providing suitable environmental protection [24,27–29].
Two key aspects of such governance should be noted.
First, it begins logically with an understanding of values
and visions – what people care about, and what directions
they wish to pursue [24]. Second, governance is a multilevel matter, in which decisions that can be made locally
take place at that level, but are linked effectively to those
that must be taken at higher levels of organization
[4,11,12]. This point, and the closely related importance of spatial scale, will be emphasized later in the article.

Marine livelihoods and well-being
Very recently, the concept of well-being has become a
significant area of research in marine social–ecological
systems [30,31,32]. This builds on many years of interest in applying a sustainable livelihoods approach to
fisheries and coastal communities [6]. The latter has been
influential, particularly in applications to developing
countries. It highlights the importance of a broad view
of livelihoods rather than merely income and employment, and emphasizes the need to consider all five types
of ‘capital’ – physical, social, human, natural and financial.
This effectively broadens past analyses and approaches,
by ensuring, for example, that natural capital is not
neglected when the focus is on human dimensions, and
that aspects of social capacity and social cohesion (under
the heading of social capital) are included even in
economics-focused studies and applications.
The well-being approach takes this a step further, shifting
the emphasis from capital to well-being, taking a broader
view of social relationships (as more than ‘capital’) and
recognizing that in addition to what might be seen as
objective measures, the subjective or perceived well-being
of individuals, households and communities is also important [31,32] – reflecting, for example, matters of food
sovereignty and gender equality. Sustainability enters
well-being discussions through inclusion of ‘well-being
in relation to nature’ as one of the fundamental considerations. This highlights a perspective very different from
the conventional one of humans as narrow-minded exploiters of the ocean, one that recognizes how livelihoods and
well-being of people go hand in hand with resource sustainability and ecosystem health [31].
While livelihoods and well-being have been most often
examined at the level of households and communities, an
www.sciencedirect.com
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important direction for research and for policy impact lies
in aggregation and consequent linkages to higher-level
governance. The key idea is that taking into account the
dynamics of livelihoods and the complexities of wellbeing can help in formulating the most effective policy
approaches, thereby creating more sustainable and
resilient social–ecological systems.

reaction to, or in anticipation of, change in order to
enhance or maintain their well-being.’’ While a variety
of technological adaptations can be envisioned (e.g. building sea walls), these authors emphasize that ‘‘A technical
approach to adaptation can underestimate the importance
of institutions (especially informal) to facilitate or limit
adaptation’’ (p. 127).

Adaptation to climate change

Adaptation may be viewed usefully through a governance
lens, to focus on policy measures and decision making in
the face of climate change [40,41,42,43]. What institutional arrangements are needed, what policies need changing, and who will make the decisions, at which spatial
and temporal scales? These questions arose in marine
settings long before the current widespread attention to
climate change [19,23] but this new imperative reinforces
the particular need for adaptation to be applied to governance systems themselves, for these to become more
flexible, participatory and precautionary.

Climate change will have a wide range of impacts on
human uses of marine systems, and the coastal communities that depend on the ocean for their livelihoods
[8,9,10,11,33,34–36]. How will marine social–ecological
systems be affected by climate change, and how will (or
should) they adapt? Given the crucial interactions that
occur between the world’s oceans and its atmosphere, as
well as the extensive impact of climate change projected
for coastal areas, these questions are of immediate
importance.
Discussions of climate change have come to focus particularly on ideas of vulnerability and adaptation – for example
[37] – which, in a marine context, are applied to a range of
marine economic sectors, resource users and coastal communities [38]. The first of these, vulnerability, is defined by
the IPCC as ‘‘the degree to which a system is susceptible
to, and unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate
change. . .’’ – see ‘Summary for Policymakers’ (p. 21) in [8]
– and is seen as comprised of three elements: exposure,
sensitivity, and adaptive capacity (e.g. [8,37]). Allison
et al. [[33], p. 175] apply these in a specific fishery context,
describing the elements as: ‘‘exposure (E) to physical
effects of climate change, the degree of intrinsic sensitivity
of the natural resource system or dependence of the
national economy upon social and economic returns from
that sector (S), and the extent to which adaptive capacity
(AC) enables these potential impacts to be offset.’’
Adaptive capacity reflects the capability to deal with risks
and to respond to impacts, including recovery from negative effects, learning and adapting over time, and taking
advantage of opportunities for positive change. Sufficient
adaptive capacity could even counteract high levels of
exposure and sensitivity, so that some coastal communities might creatively achieve certain benefits in the
course of climate change. For example, a community that
depends strongly on its local resources, and is thus
vulnerable to the possible spatial redistribution of the
resources (e.g. traditional fish stocks shifting out of the
local area), might utilize its adaptive capacity to adjust to
emerging opportunities (such as new species redistributing into the area).
Adaptive capacity is a major factor in considering the
other key climate change concept noted above, namely
adaptation. According to Daw et al. [[39], p. 125], adaptation involves ‘‘strategies and actions taken by people in
www.sciencedirect.com

Local-level marine social–ecological systems
The above themes are relevant in marine settings around
the world. Many articles discuss these in general terms, as
has this one to now. But how do these considerations
actually apply to the people and ecosystems in specific
locations? In particular, how do the themes emphasized in
this article – governance, livelihoods and climate change
adaptation – manifest themselves at the ‘small scale’ of
local coastal social–ecological systems?
To address these questions, we can draw on recent
community-based coastal studies such as those on Canada’s Atlantic coast [24,44–46]. Consider the case of
Malpeque Bay, which lies on the western side of Prince
Edward Island, a small province of Canada located in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence (Figure 1).
The bay and its watershed represent a social–ecological
system that provides a diverse range of livelihoods and
cultural values for the neighbouring communities. However, the system also faces a range of environmental
threats, related to resource-based economic activities,
such as fisheries and aquaculture, agriculture, forestry
and tourism. Furthermore, ‘‘the increased and varied
use of Malpeque Bay has resulted in conflicts between
tourism operators, aquaculturists, fishers, and others who
rely on the Bay for their livelihoods or for economic
development’’ [24].
The focus here is on one of the bay’s coastal communities,
Lennox Island, an aboriginal First Nation comprised of
indigenous Mi’kmaq people [24,44]. First, with respect
to livelihoods, Malpeque Bay has been crucial to the
Mi’kmaq for food harvesting, transportation and recreation, among other uses, over a long history of thousands of
years [24]. As noted earlier, livelihoods involve more
than simply earning income – the cultural values and
Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2012, 4:351–357
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Figure 1

Lennox Island
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The aboriginal community Lennox Island First Nation is located in Malpeque Bay, on the western side of the Canadian province of Prince Edward
Island. (Map provided by the Mi’kmaq Confederacy of Prince Edward Island.)

ecosystem health of the bay are also important. Therein
lies the rationale for a multi-faceted conception of wellbeing that values not only material aspects such as jobs,
but also social and subjective aspects such as strong
community organizations and a strong sense of place.
Resilience of the social–ecological system arises out of
these, as well as from adaptive capacity of the community
and of local governance [15,21,22].
With respect to governance, recognizing the above-noted
dependence on Malpeque Bay and its watershed, as well
as the emerging use conflicts, Lennox Island is taking
steps to seek a greater voice in decisions relating to local
ecosystems and the economic activities within them.
Indeed the community is acting as a local leader in
spearheading an inclusive integrated management
approach to decision-making [24,44]. This involves a
range of measures including (i) ‘‘a survey of the historical
resource use of the Mi’kmaq of PEI’’, (ii) ‘‘identifying
resources and stakeholders in the Bay, and collecting
resource use data’’, and (iii) a ‘‘process of defining a
common vision for the Bay, which includes all community
members, both First Nations and other stakeholders’’
[24].
This bottom-up initiative reflects well the idea of multilevel governance, as it seeks to provide a local-level
complement to higher-level decision-making [45,46].
Already, there has been success in bringing stakeholders
together from around the bay, to begin to discuss conflicts
and environmental concerns. The challenge, however,
Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2012, 4:351–357

lies in the many government agencies that constitute the
‘higher-level decision-making’, including national-level
fisheries, environment, transport, food inspection and
aboriginal departments, and provincial aquaculture, fisheries, rural development and environment departments.
Progress is slow as ‘‘[g]overnment departments use their
mandates to compartmentalize management effectively’’
[24], contrary both to the integrated management
approach and to social–ecological systems thinking.
Nevertheless, as a result of the ongoing engagement of
the community with the various government agencies,
and most importantly, the key reality that the Mi’kmaq
have a constitutional right to be involved in decisionmaking (recognized as a government themselves), there
continues to be some progress toward the goal of true
multi-level governance. (Whether this path is feasible in
the absence of a constitutional or legislated path for the
local community, and thus whether it could be replicated
elsewhere, is certainly an unresolved question.)
Finally, the third theme of this article, climate change
adaptation, is the subject of considerable attention in
Lennox Island. Two major concerns, both being
addressed by the community in conjunction with research
and government bodies, relate to (1) saltwater intrusion
risks from sea level rise, given that ‘‘groundwater is the
only source of drinking water in Prince Edward Island’’
and some locations elsewhere have already had their
freshwater supply contaminated with sea water [47],
and (2) threats to Mi’kmaq archeological sites in the area
around Lennox Island, given that already in PEI,
www.sciencedirect.com
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‘‘Many ancient sites have been submerged by rising sea
levels and erosion’’ [48].
In fact, the latter is seen as more of an emergency
situation than as adaptation per se, given a very rapid
loss of sand bars at the entrance to Malpeque Bay. This
location includes not only key archeological sites for the
Mi’kmaq, but also certain rare plant species, and thus is of
considerable cultural and biodiversity value. This leads
Lennox Island to be closely involved in related decisionmaking [47–48], paralleling the broader governance
initiative noted above, with local climate responses in
keeping with local conditions.
The reality of Lennox Island and Malpeque Bay demonstrates, through both success stories and ongoing challenges, the practical importance of tailoring governance,
livelihood measures and adaptation approaches to suitable scales. It also highlights the need for local capacity, in
terms of strong communities and institutions, which in
this example is providing critical support for livelihoods,
for multi-level governance and for suitable climate adaptation responses.

Conclusions
This article has highlighted several key themes in examining marine environmental and resource use challenges:

social–ecological systems, governance, livelihoods and
well-being, resilience and adaptation to climate change.
We have noted, particularly through a look at the coastal
community of Lennox Island, on Malpeque Bay, the idea
that while these various concepts are often discussed on a
global or a generic (non-specific) basis, it is crucially
important to see how they apply, and to what benefit,
in particular locations.
This is a fundamental question of scale. A marine system
of a given scale (e.g. a local system in a specific bay, or a
large-scale one including a significant part of a certain
ocean) has smaller-scale systems embedded within it, and
(except perhaps for global examples) larger-scale systems
containing it (Figure 2).
Accordingly, there is a need for greater attention to the
nuances of scale [49]. On the one hand, marine social–
ecological systems and their governance are often envisioned on a large spatial scale, even though they are just
as relevant and important at a local scale. On the other
hand, aspects of livelihoods, well-being, vulnerability
and adaptive capacity are most often examined from a
community perspective, but these are applicable as well
to higher levels of governance. Emphasis must be placed
on the cross-scale linkages connecting various scales of
impacts and levels of decision-making, and how these

Figure 2
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Marine social–ecological systems range across spatial scales from local to global. The single global system is comprised of 64 Large Marine
Ecosystems, within each of which there are many regional systems and an even larger number of local-level ones to which governance and research
initiatives are applied. Notably, the spatial scale of any given system interacts strongly with the required levels of governance.
www.sciencedirect.com
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can be utilized to improve overall governance of marine
systems.
Overall, then, we need to understand how governance
differs (or should differ) across scales, and how to ‘scale
up’ insights and practices from local situations to apply
more broadly, or ‘scale down’ large-scale arrangements to
apply locally. This matter of scale would seem to apply in
all the world’s social–ecological systems, certainly in the
complex environments of the global oceans, and very
much including the local settings of coastal communities
worldwide.
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